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From lifestyle and fashion icon Lauren Conradâ€”#1 New York Times bestselling author of Lauren

Conrad Style and Lauren Conrad Beautyâ€”comes her dazzling and essential guide to entertaining,

filled with an inspiring array of lifestyle tips and personal stories and lavishly illustrated with dozens

of color photographs throughout.Now that Lauren Conrad has gotten everyone all dressed up and

looking their most beautiful, she gives them somewhere to go in this must-have guide to

entertaining. Showcasing the same approachable attitude and insight that have made her books

smash bestsellers, Lauren Conrad Celebrate shows how easy it is to throw a fantastic party.Filled

with lush and inspiring original four-color photos and budget friendly tips, Lauren Conrad Celebrate

offers advice about the basics to make planning any type of event a breeze, including suggestions

for the perfect invitations, food, drinks, decorations, and gifts. Lauren shows how to put it all

together for a diverse range of events that span the calendar, from a charming Baby shower to a

festive holiday party. And she packs the book with creative full-color photos and stories from her

own life, including her housewarming party, and her recent bridal shower and wedding.Just as her

trusted advice has inspired women to look and feel their best, now Lauren Conrad brings out the

fabulous party-giver in all of us in this elegant, must-have guide.
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Lauren Conrad has long been one of my favorite celebrities ever since her Laguna Beach and The

Hills days because of her fun personality and her chic style. I've read all of her L.A. Candy and



Fame Game novels and loved them so I decided to order Celebrate even though I don't host many

parties. I have three-year-old twins and will eventually be hosting many parties so I should probably

gain some knowledge beforehand so I won't stress and freak out that much (even though I still will

anyway)!As soon as I received this book, I immediately started paging through it because I couldn't

wait to see what this book is all about. I read through many of the sections of this book and

skimmed the rest and discovered that there is quite a bit of information to party planning that I would

never have even considered. Celebrate starts off with an introduction where Lauren talks about

what made her originally interested in party planning and entertaining and I love that she includes

this, as well as other anecdotes, throughout the book. It gives it more of a personal feel that makes

it more enjoyable to read. The book is divided into two parts: Prep and Party. Prep covers

party-planning information like invitations and menus that pertain to any number of events. Party is

broken down into 12 chapters, each chapter covering a different type of party such as a birthday

party, housewarming party, clambake, wedding, and holiday party. Then within each type of party,

Lauren discusses how she plans for each type of party, the menu, bar, decor, and what kind of

outfits to wear to these parties. Lauren herself has hosted all of the parties she discusses so she

provides menus she used, as well as some pie and drink recipes.
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